Primary Languages SoW

Subject Coordinators Pack

Year 5 Primary Languages SoW Content
The Primary Languages Network Ready Made KS2 SoW contains all lesson plans, resources and teacher sound file
support, exploring target language and language learning skills through drama, performance ,songs, rhymes, stories.
Throughout the year the children will listen, speak, read, write and explore phonics and grammar. This year they will:
 Develop their ability to extend the simple sentences, questions and answers so that they can participate in
simple conversations
Spring Term 1
 Take part in “message in a bottle writing” activities.
Spring Term 1

Spring Term 2
Carnival clowns and clothes
Carnival celebrations

Healthy Eating
New Year celebrations, games,
rhymes and songs
Going to the market
Children will revisit/ extend
names of fruits and vegetables
Extends preference
phrases/Questions and answers
about preferences: class surveys

Fancy dress and Pirate's Lost
Treasure story
Bringing personal information
language to life in “Faces in the
crowd “drama activities
Clothes, practise colours, sizes

Target language healthy food
recipes/Create their own recipe

Describing clothes using nouns
and adjectives accurately

Jack and Beanstalk
read/write/perform

Fancy dress fashion show

Autumn Term 2
Where I live, where you live
Visiting a city and making
comparisons.
Revisit / build upon shops in a
town / directions.
Locate major cities in the target
language country
Explore famous landmarks
Revisit and extend their
knowledge of numbers to 60
Prices and shopping Q & As
Buy gifts for Christmas
performing transactional
dialogues to buy items

Autumn Term 1
My school, your school
Describing a friend /
teacher/extended feelings
Practising phrases such as “he is
called / she lives in ....he / she
likes .......”

Summer Term 1
Out of the world
Travelling in to space
Planets and descriptions
Fly me to the moon story
Create intergalactic dialogues
and own languages
Identity cards
Dialogues about identity

Listening
Speaking
Reading
Writing

Witch's day at school
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Visiting the beach in a target
language country.
Explore a typical beach
Beach bag items, ice creams
and snacks, beach games and
weather

School subjects, revisit prior
learning,/Opinions/Construct
more complex sentences
Back to school with the aliens
animated story

Summer Term 2
Going to the beach

Create a persuasive text – a TV
advertisement for the beach

Transition to
Year 6
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